Shucks, Nebraska, Sooners Win Big 8

Chattanooga, Tennessee, Sooners Win Big 8

Hinton's Run Brings Home Turkey, 21-14

Turkey's Out, Christmas In For City Kids

Cyprus Crisis Grows Worse

War Would Be Tragic 'Blunder'

Americans Advised To Leave

Cypriot VANCE

Cyprus Vance Fighting Hits India Again
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Festivals

VC Plans For Talks Revealed

New Cold Front Due

Youth Doubt As Girl's Killer

Academy Hopes Die In Wreck

Red Escape Routes Hit By Bombers

The Inside News

A former movie star who appeared in dozens of films, including 'Red, Hot and Popular' and 'Magnificent Obsessions', is dead in a head-on auto accident in the town of Bixby. The victim's identity was not released, but friends said he was a well-known local figure who had appeared in several films in recent years.

Details on Page 7.
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Record-Breaking British Gold Rush Tests Dollar

Gift Of Prophecy: Seeress Becomes Bride

DOWNTOWN BACK ROOM SALE!

YOUR TICKET TO THE BEST SHOW IN TOWN...

Central National Bank
Dillard's Brown-Dunkin

Our Great SALE

Savings of 20% to 30%

Special Purchase

Special Purchase Sale!
Many of the latest styles!
Paramount Shoes
Regular $15.99
Sale...$12.97

Fine quality imported leathers in 2 colors!
Supple Kidskin LOAFER
Regular $12.00
Sale...$9.97

Elastic under sole...extra cushioning for comfort!
Classic Stride Shoes for Boys & Girls
Regular $4.99-9.99
Sale...$3.74-7.49

Famous Makers
Orlon Bulky Knit Sweaters

Sale...$5.88

Warm Cotton Challis Girl's Sleepwear

Sale...$8.99

Special Pre-Teen & Girls' COATS

Fun, attractive styles...in a wide range of colors. Attractive to wear and great savings

Fashions Wise Wool and Nylon Blend Cape

Sale...$8.99

L Product Specials

Save on the newest styles and fashions in this group of select handbags!

Special Clearance

HANDBAGS

30% to 50% off

Sale...$59.99

Royal Portable Typewriter

Sale...$59.99

Lay-Away those toys now while stocks are complete..avoid last minute crowds!

After her bath, she was her diapres, kilos & colors all changed.

Lil' Miss Fussy

Reg. 15.00

$10.99

Lay-Away Special

Special Purchase of fine quality cards for family, business, friends & wedding.

Christmas Cards

Regular $3.00 to $5.75 box

Sale...$1.50 box

Very special!

DILLARD'S Brown-Dunkin SHEPHERD MALL N.W. 23rd and Vogue Phone: WI 3-1311
Open MON., THURS. & FRI. nights 'till 9 p.m., TUES., WED. & SAT. 'till 6:00
**FBI Lab To Celebrate 35th Anniversary Of Crime Work**

By DAVID FURMAN

In 1972, the FBI Laboratory moved from Washington to a sprawling new campus in Quantico, Va. The FBI has since used the laboratory to conduct a variety of crime-fighting activities around the country.

**Lab Men At Work**

The lab's 35th anniversary is being celebrated this month.

**SAVE $17.95 to $50.95!**

**Sears**

**SAVE $17.95!**

Contemporary Sofa

Regular $299.50

**$159**

Saved: $140

**SAVE $20.95!**

Modern Sofa

Regular $279.50

**$189**

Saved: $190

**Choice of Styles. SAVE $50.95!**

**SAVE $50.95!**

Contemporary

Regular $299.50

**$179**

Saved: $120

**SAVE $50.95!**

Cushioned

Regular $299.50

**$199**

Saved: $100

**SAVE $50.95!**

Traditional

Regular $299.50

**$179**

Saved: $120

**SAVE $50.95 on Sears Easy Payment Plan**

Entertain the Easy Way...

**Attractive Servers at LOW, LOW PRICES**

344 - 1898

**SAVE $29.95!**

Space Saver Furnaces

Regular $269.95

**$99**

Saved: $170

**SAVE $99!**

Set of 8 Plates

Regular $39.95

**$38**

Saved: $1

**SALE!**

12 HP Tractors

Regular $699.95

**$629**

Saved: $70

**SALE!**

Compatable Bobcats

Regular $529.95

**$459**

Saved: $70

**SALE!**

Compatable Telehandlers

Regular $479.95

**$389**

Saved: $90

**SALE!**

Compatable Forklifts

Regular $459.95

**$389**

Saved: $70

**SALE!**

Compatable Storm Shelters

Regular $99.95

**$69**

Saved: $30
Solid State AM/FM Radio
$1988

Carpet Samples
50¢ each

Wool or Nylon
Your choice
$179

Lamp Radio
$988

Santa suggests...

FOR THE HOME

From

Marble or Slate Tables
$498

Bedford Chair
$648

Summer Sofa Bed
$888

40% off

Oil Paintings

40% off

Marble or Slate Tables
$498

Evans
The best for your home from...

Home Furnishings
800 So. Western

We have used the best materials and craftsmanship in the making of our furniture. For the past 20 years we have striven to satisfy the needs of our customers by offering the finest furniture available. Our selection of furniture includes bedroom, living room, and dining room sets as well as individual pieces such as chairs, tables, and sofas. We have a wide range of styles to choose from, including traditional, modern, and transitional. We invite you to come in and see our latest collection of furniture. We are confident that you will find exactly what you are looking for.
GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

SAVE ON THESE FINE MEATS

SWISS STEAK 67¢
CHUCK STEAK 67¢
SLICED BACON 53¢
HAM PIECES 47¢
HAM PIECES 53¢ 2.99¢

There's absolutely no substitute for QUALITY in GROUND BEEF

GROUND BEEF
59¢ 69¢ 79¢ 89¢

Safeway Fruits & Vegetables-Always Fresh!

Florida Tangelos 4.49¢
Young Sweet Clip Top Turnips 3.19¢

Potatoes

SHOP SAFEWAY!

Honey 4 98¢
Flour 5 45¢
Coffee 67¢
Coffee 61¢

Crackers 25¢

Margarine 5 1.00
Tomatoes 6 1.00
Green Beans 6 1.00
Dried Beans 2.29¢

SYRUP 39¢
FLOUR 5 53¢
HI-C 3 79¢

Safeway Fruits & Vegetables-Always Fresh!

Grape Jam 3 10¢
Grape Jelly 3 10¢
Plum Preserves 3 11¢
Supreme Cookies 3.50¢
Diet Apricots 2.39¢
Diet Peaches 2.29¢
Bakelite 3 63¢

Town House Rice 2 33¢
Breeze Cheese Food 2 49¢
Salad Dressing 35¢
Pineapple Juice 3 89¢
Suprem Detergent 49¢
Pancake Mix 39¢
Town House Popcorn 25¢
Nu Made Cooking Oil 39¢
Miracle Margarine 35¢

Safeway Fruits & Vegetables-Always Fresh!

Deli Buy-At-Box Foods:
CHILI 42¢
TAMALES 37¢

Safeway Fruits & Vegetables-Always Fresh!
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Wonderful Thanksgiving Mistake: GI Son Not Killed

There's Much To Admire About Mummer's New Play
Three Actors Debut In Well-Handled Shocker

Thanksgiving Spent Apart After 16-Month Marriage
Frank And Mia In Seclusion

Suspect
An Indian Uprising?

Mrs. Martineau Taken By Death
Deformity In Child Linked To LSD Use

A new study suggests that LSD use during pregnancy may be linked to the development of deformities in the fetus. The study, conducted by a team of researchers, found that mothers who consumed LSD during their pregnancy were more likely to give birth to children with deformities.

The researchers followed a group of pregnant women over a period of several years. They monitored their use of LSD and other substances and recorded any deformities that were observed in their children. The results of the study showed a significant correlation between LSD use and the occurrence of deformities.

The study is important because it highlights the potential risks associated with the use of LSD during pregnancy. It is important for pregnant women to be aware of these risks and to consider avoiding LSD and other substances that may be harmful to the developing fetus.

The study also highlights the need for further research in this area. More research is needed to understand the mechanisms by which LSD affects the fetus and to develop effective interventions to prevent these deformities.

Defensive Vehicle

A new type of vehicle has been developed that is designed to protect against attacks. The vehicle, called the "Defensive Vehicle," is equipped with advanced technology that allows it to identify and neutralize threats.

The vehicle is equipped with sensors that can detect the presence of weapons and other threats. It is also equipped with a range of defensive weapons, including a gun and a rocket launcher.

The vehicle is designed to be used in situations where traditional military vehicles may not be effective. It has been tested in a variety of situations and has shown to be highly effective in neutralizing threats.

Mother Used Drug During Pregnancy

A new study suggests that LSD use during pregnancy may be linked to the development of deformities in the fetus. The study, conducted by a team of researchers, found that mothers who consumed LSD during their pregnancy were more likely to give birth to children with deformities.

The researchers followed a group of pregnant women over a period of several years. They monitored their use of LSD and other substances and recorded any deformities that were observed in their children. The results of the study showed a significant correlation between LSD use and the occurrence of deformities.

The study is important because it highlights the potential risks associated with the use of LSD during pregnancy. It is important for pregnant women to be aware of these risks and to consider avoiding LSD and other substances that may be harmful to the developing fetus.

The study also highlights the need for further research in this area. More research is needed to understand the mechanisms by which LSD affects the fetus and to develop effective interventions to prevent these deformities.
SOUTHWESTERN SLAPS AGGIES

Savages Gun Down OBU, 70-65

Potent T-Washington Humbles Ponca, 35-0

Lindsay Axes Yukon

Broken Bow Eases, 35-2

Seattle Explosion Rips Celts

Blazers Lose 4th Straight

Tuttle Bombs Thomas, 44-0

Bucyk Fuels Bruins Past New York

DALLAS POPS CARDS

Gabriel, Rams Rip Detroit

Midwest City Entertains Duncan In AAA Playoff

Miami Accepts Bluebonnet Bid

Of the popular pickups

Only Chevrolet '68 Job Tamers give you all this truck power!

250 cu. in. SIX - compact standard 180-hp six
292 cu. in. SIX - power plus economy
307 cu. in. V8 - new champion in 300-
327 cu. in. V8 - super luxury power
396 cu. in. V8 - top pickup power, regular-price tag

This is the power manager's truck. With a Chevrolet Job Tamer, you get more than just power, too. You get the best accessories for all America-road and street. You'll be able to choose from five attractive colors. So let a Chevrolet dealer show you the way to the future.
Oakland Overpowers Kansas City, 44-22

It's Sixth In A Row For Raiders

Southern Miss Rumbles To 37

Late Pass By VMI Jars Virginia Tech

Anti-Drinking Pill In Near Future?

Footwear Fashions with...
Just in time for Christmas giving... small appliances designed to make life easier, happier, more convenient! All are top quality from top-flight makers!

TRADE/MART
6537 S.E. 29th
OKLAHOMA'S LARGEST DISCOUNT DEPT. STORES
OKLAHOMA CITY — LAWTON — ENID

REGULAR 1.99 VALUE 70"x80"
LARGE WHITE CANNON
SHEET BLANKETS

PRINTED TERRY TOWELS
COMP. 46" X 66"

TERRY WASH CLOTHS

8" $ 1.00

TALKING PORKY PIG
WORKS ON "D" BATTERY (Not incl.)

MIGHTY MIKE TRUCK POWERSET
6-WHEEL DRIVE TRUCK WITH TRUMP TRUCK, GAS TRUCK, MOVING VAN OPERATED BY BATTERY

MUSICAL XYLID TRAIN
"POP" ACTION SMOKE STACK COM- POST 3 TUNES: "JINGLE BELL" "SOUND SCENES" "RING-A-RING-O' ROSES"

MARVEL "THE GALLOPING MUSTANG" HE REALLY MOVES!

MONOPOLY THE GREAT FAMILY FUN GAME

NOW! YOUR CHOICE!
BABY HUNGRY, OR BABY SAY 'N SEE

BABY HUNGRY

SHE CHEWS, DRINKS, LOOKS AROUND, A TRULY AMAZING DOLL; EATING ACCESSORIES ARE INCLUDED.

BABY SAY 'N SEE

HER LIPS MOVE AND HER EYES LOOK ALL AROUND, SAYS 10 DIFFERENT THINGS, 17" TALL.

19¢

88¢

$9.97

$2.97

$2.97

$3.97

$9.97

$0.25

1297